This article tackles the Distribution Network Expansion Planning (DNEP) problem that has to be solved by distribution network operators to decide which, where, and/or when enhancements to electricity networks should be introduced to satisfy the future power demands. Because of many real-world details involved, the structure of the problem is not exploited easily using mathematical programming techniques, for which reason we consider solving this problem with evolutionary algorithms (EAs). We compare three types of EAs for optimizing expansion plans: the classic genetic algorithm (GA), the estimation-of-distribution algorithm (EDA), and the Gene-pool Optimal Mixing Evolutionary Algorithm (GOMEA). Not fully knowing the structure of the problem, we study the effect of linkage learning through the use of three linkage models: univariate, marginal product, and linkage tree. We furthermore experiment with the impact of incorporating different levels of problem-specific knowledge in the variation operators. Experiments show that the use of problem-specific variation operators is far more important for the classic GA to find high-quality solutions. In all EAs, the marginal product model and its linkage learning procedure have difficulty in capturing and exploiting the DNEP problem structure. GOMEA, especially when combined with the linkage tree structure, is found to have the most robust performance by far, even when an out-of-the-box variant is used that does not exploit problem-specific knowledge. Based on experiments, we suggest that when selecting optimization algorithms for power system expansion planning problems, EAs that have the ability to effectively model and efficiently exploit problem structures, such as GOMEA, should be given priority, especially in the case of black-box or grey-box optimization.
Introduction
medium-voltage (MV) and low-voltage (LV) electricity from the substations to homes and businesses. In this article, the focus is on distribution networks, but the methodologies can also be extended to transmission networks. In order for distribution networks to work properly, distribution network operators (DNOs) have to ensure that the capacities of network cables are sufficient to handle the magnitude of the power flows that are carried through the cables to satisfy customers' power demands. Otherwise, bottlenecks can cause overloads, which heat up the cable wires. This is detrimental to the normal operation and safety of the networks, and may cause blackouts or earlier cable replacements. Therefore, DNOs need to perform Distribution Network Expansion Planning (DNEP) to determine what kinds of network enhancements should be made and where these enhancements should be made. The dynamic DNEP formulation also involves the question when those reinforcement activities should be started during the planning period while in the static DNEP formulation this time-dependent decision making issue is omitted. The goal of DNEP is to find the most economical expansion plan, in terms of investment and operation costs, for which the network satisfies the power demand over the planning period.
DNEP is sometimes simplified to be scalably solved by classical mathematical programming methods, compromising the true nonlinear nature of DNEP that is due to its complicated properties and constraints, and thus leading to unsatisfactory representations of the real problem (Ramirez-Rosado and Bernal-Agustin, 1998) . On the other hand, evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have been widely applied and achieved practical results in DNEP with more realistic formulations (see, e.g., Borges and Martins, 2012; Diaz-Dorado et al., 2002; Ramirez-Rosado and Bernal-Agustin, 1998) . This is mostly due to the straightforward implementation and broad applicability of EAs. However, most DNEP studies in literature overlook several important issues. First, experiments are usually conducted by using only one, arbitrarily chosen, EA with a customized problem-specific variation operator (VO), omitting both questions why that specific EA should be chosen over other available EAs and what the advantages that VO has compared to other alternatives. Second, the comparison of how effective various constrainthandling mechanisms help the solvers traverse the search space is often disregarded. In this article, while aiming to solve a formulation of the DNEP problem that captures many important real-world considerations, we also address these issues. We employ three EA solvers: a classic genetic algorithm (GA), a estimation-of-distribution algorithm (EDA), and a Gene-pool Optimal Mixing Evolutionary Algorithm (GOMEA) (Bosman and Thierens, 2013; Thierens and Bosman, 2011) . The GA is arguably the most popular EA in DNEP literature, but it is rarely used out of the box in practice. Practitioners often customize VOs (i.e., crossover and mutation) with expert and problemspecific knowledge (PSK) so that important problem structures are respected during variation; for example, cables in the same feeder group in the network should be treated together when constructing new networks. Taking the perspective of black-box optimization, where such PSK is assumed to be hardly available, linkage learning (LL) can be performed to identify, during optimization, which variables are interdependent and should thus be jointly considered when generating new solutions. EDAs, such as BOA (Pelikan et al., 2000) or ECGA (Harik et al., 2006) , are well-known examples of EAs that build probabilistic models that exhibit a degree of variable dependency that is aligned with variable linkage to effectively generate high-quality solutions. However, large population sizes are often required so that probabilistic models can be properly constructed. Building a high-order probabilistic model also introduces significant additional computation time requirements. Being a recently developed LL EA, GOMEA
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Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 focuses specifically on linkage, without estimating associated probability distributions, allowing higher-order models to be built much more efficiently. GOMEA also has an efficient variation operator that exploits the learned linkage model to create new solutions that are better or at least equal to existing solutions. GOMEA has been shown to have superior performance and scalability on laboratory benchmarks and recently in power system optimization as well (Grond, Luong, et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2013) . Linkage learning does not exclude the possibility of combining linkage knowledge with PSK if available. In this article, we show how to combine the strength of LL with PSK exploitation.
Population size parameter settings have big impacts on how effectively and how efficiently problem instances are solved. Population sizes of EAs are often chosen arbitrarily or are customized to the specific problem instance at hand in DNEP literature (Borges and Martins, 2012; Diaz-Dorado et al., 2002; Ramirez-Rosado and Bernal-Agustin, 1998) . Practitioners often need to manually try different population sizes to figure out a suitable population size for each problem instance, which is both time-consuming and difficult for comparing the performance of different EAs fairly. This approach is also difficult to generalize to other applications. To get rid of this troublesome parameter, Harik and Lobo (1999) proposed the parameter-less GA with a population sizing-free scheme. Pelikan et al. (2007) then proposed a simplified implementation of the original scheme. Recently, Pereira and Lobo (2015) adopted the implementation of Pelikan et al. (2007) to develop a framework for parameter-less EAs. The scheme, however, has been applied mainly to unconstrained problems. Here, we adapt the Harik-Lobo scheme in the context of DNEP, a highly constrained optimization problem. We then also employ the adapted population sizing-free scheme as a framework for comparing the performance of GA, EDA, and GOMEA.
This article is an extension to our previous publication at GECCO 2015 (Luong et al., 2015) . Beside GA and GOMEA, the present article considers the application of EDA for solving DNEP. We also present additional results to support our design choice in adapting the population sizing-free scheme. Moreover, we include a more detailed description and pseudocode of the employed EAs and their variation operators.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the DNEP problem. Section 3 introduces linkage learning and three linkage models: univariate, marginal product, and linkage tree. Section 4 outlines the three optimization algorithms: GA, EDA, and GOMEA. In Section 5, we present the adapted Harik-Lobo population sizing-free scheme for the DNEP problem. Section 6 describes different variation operators and constraint-handling techniques for DNEP. Section 7 presents the experimental results on the performance of GA, EDA, and GOMEA when combined with different variation operators. Section 8 concludes the article.
DNEP Formulation
In this article, we focus on optimizing expansion plans for medium voltage distribution (MV-D) networks. A typical MV-D network consists of cables branching out from HV/MV substations connecting MV nodes (MV/LV substations and MV customer substations) (Grond, Luong, et al., 2014) . These cables form different feeder (cables) groups in ring-shaped or meshed structures. However, some cables are open on one side, called normally open points (NOPs). Electricity cannot flow through those cables, so that every node is supplied its power demand through a single feed path. The whole network thus operates radially in normal situations. Figure 1 shows an example of a distribution network. We focus on expansion options for network cables as our main asset category.
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Figure 1: A distribution network example (Grond, Luong, et al., 2014) .
How the cables are connected and what types of cables are used, determine the capacity of the network. Increasing power demands in the future can create bottlenecks in some parts of the network, where the power flows have magnitudes that are greater than the nominal capacities of the cables. The goal of capacity planning is to find the best expansion options to solve these bottlenecks. Possible expansion options are replacing existing cables with new cables of higher capacities or adding new cable connections and thus creating new feed paths to the network (Grond, Luong, et al., 2014) . Adding new cables connections requires placements of new NOPs to satisfy the radiality constraint (Grond, Luong, et al., 2014) . In the following, we formulate the problem in more detail.
Decision Variables
We specify all the existing and potential cable connections (branches) that we want to consider for capacity planning. Let l denote the total number of branches. A distribution network can be represented as a vector of l integer elements:
where (k) is the set of cable types that can be installed at the k th branch ( (k) ⊆ N). The value of x k indicates the status and the type of cable installed:
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• x k = 0: No cable is installed at the k th branch.
• x k = −I D < 0: A cable of type I D ∈ (k) is installed but is out of normal operation. This is an NOP.
Constraints
Let n denote the total number of nodes (substations) in an MV network. The following constraints must be satisfied for any candidate network to be considered feasible:
1. Connectivity: For each consuming node (i.e., an MV/LV network substation or MV customer substation), there exists a path of concatenating cables connecting that consuming node to an HV/MV supplying substation.
Power flow constraint:
In normal operation, the voltage at each node stays within allowable limits (i.e., 0.9 · V nom i
, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}) and the magnitude of the power flow through each cable stays within the nominal capacity of that cable (i.e., |S i | ≤ S nom i , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l}).
Radiality constraint:
In normal operation, the power demand of each node is supplied by a single feed path.
Reconfigurability constraint:
When an active cable (x k > 0) fails, the part of the feeder group (from an HV/MV substation with circuit breaker to an NOP) containing the failed cable is disconnected from the network. All customers connected to that feeder group are then out of service. The DNO has to bring the network back to operation by closing NOPs to temporarily reroute the power flow through other paths while the failed cable is being repaired. During this emergency situation, the radial operation constraint can be compromised and the network is allowed to endure a mild overload of 130% nominal capacity (as in Grond, Luong, et al., 2014) .
Substation capacity constraint:
Each HV/MV substation has limited physical space to install new outgoing cables. We assume that at most three new outgoing cables are allowed for each HV/MV substation (as in Grond, Luong, et al., 2014 ).
Alternating-current (AC) power flow calculations (PFCs) (Grainger and Stevenson, 2003) are required to check constraints 2 and 4 for each solution plan. PFCs, which involve solving AC power flow models, are computationally expensive and dominate the computing time of the optimization process. To compute a full reconfigurability constraint evaluation, all cables in a network solution need to be checked for failures, which requires many time-consuming PFCs. There exists a reasonably accurate, but much more efficient, method for reconfigurability check, named Line Outage Distribution Factor AC (LODF-AC) (Grond, Pouw, et al., 2014) , which needs to perform only one true AC-PFC for the base case while each single cable check can be approximately computed. We employ the true AC-PFC to evaluate the power flow constraint (i.e., constraint 2) and the LODF-AC method to verify the reconfigurability constraint (i.e., constraint 4).
PFCs can be performed only for connected networks. The connectivity constraint is thus a crucial constraint that needs to be separately handled so that constraints 2 and 4 can be properly evaluated (see also Section 6). If the network encoded in a solution plan is unconnected, we do not evaluate other constraints but we quantify its disconnectivity by comparing it with the topology of the existing network we loop through all the decision variables and count the number of positions where the existing network has a positive value (i.e., an active branch) but the solution has a negative value (i.e., an NOP) or where the existing network has a nonpositive value (i.e., no cable connection or an NOP) and the solution has a positive value. This number is considered to be the disconnectivity value. Note that the case when a position in the existing network has a positive value and that position in the candidate solution has value 0 does not exist because such a case implies that an existing cable connection would be removed, which is generally undesirable according to network operators (see more details in Section 6.1). Connected networks do not need this disconnectivity quantification and are assigned the disconnectivity value 0. Figure 2 shows the pseudocode for the disconnectivity quantification procedure.
To deal with solutions that violate constraints, we will, as a basis, consider the use of constraint domination (Deb, 2000) . Because we have a cascade of importance in the constraints, we modify constraint domination slightly to work as follows. When comparing two candidate networks, if both networks are unconnected, the one with a smaller disconnectivity value is the better one. If only one network is unconnected, then the connected network is the better solution. If both networks are connected, they can then be compared by using the other evaluated constraint values and their objective values. The network with smaller total constraint violation is the better one. If both candidate networks are feasible (i.e., no constraint violation), the one having smaller cost is preferred. Figure 3 shows the pseudocode for our implementation of constraint domination in DNEP. The total constraint violation of a candidate network is taken as the aggregate of the amounts of violation of constraints 2, 3, 4, and 5. The radiality constraint and the reconfigurability constraint are evaluated as Boolean values; that is, 1-value indicates the constraint is satisfied while 0-value indicates the constraint is violated. More refined methods to quantify DNEP constraint violations are worth further investigation but are outside the scope of this work.
Objective Function
Solving DNEP involves finding the feasible expansion plan that minimizes the total cost, which is typically comprised of the capital expenditure CAPEX and the operational expenditure OPEX.
is the configuration of the currently existing network, then each x 0 k for which k corresponds to a potential cable connection is assigned the value 0. For the static DNEP problem, in which the time of investment is disregarded, any x = x 0 can be seen as a candidate expansion plan. The element-wise differences between x 0 and x indicate which reinforcement activities need to be carried out to transform the current network x 0 into the network x. CAPEX is then the investment cost that a DNO needs to spend to acquire and construct new assets. Note that We employ the annuity method (Verzijlbergh et al., 2012) to calculate the capital expenditures CAPEX for new assets. The investment cost on a new asset is converted into a series of uniform annual payments, called annuities. We assume the length of this series to be equal to the (uniform) economic lifetime of the new asset t lif e . The annuity AN a of the asset a with a discount rate i = 4.5% (as in Grond, Luong, et al., 2014) can be computed as:
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CAPEX for the asset a in a year t can be calculated as:
where t inst a is the time of installing the asset a. Let A denote the set of all new assets a's that will be installed in the planning period [t 0 , t horizon ]. The total CAPEX on the whole network in a year t is defined as:
The operational expenditure OPEX can be calculated by capitalizing the energy loss. The energy loss of the network in year t can be taken as in Grond, Luong, et al. (2014) and Verzijlbergh et al. (2012) :
where P peak loss (t ) is the peak loss which can be obtained from the PFC regarding the peak loads in year t. T loss (t ) is the service time of peak loss for year t, defined by the area of the yearly loss profile (Grond, Luong, et al., 2014; Verzijlbergh et al., 2012) . In this article, we assume that T loss (t ) = 2000 hours, which is a typically reasonable value for MV distribution networks in The Netherlands (Grond, 2011) . Given the forecast electricity price in year t, we can capitalize the energy loss and regard it as the OPEX in year t.
In this study, we take the price of electricity for energy loss capitalization as 0.068 EUR/kWh during the planning period.
Total Cost Formulation
We want to minimize the net present value (NPV) (i.e., at time t 0 ) of the total cost of both investment cost CAPEX and operation cost OPEX over a planning period of t horizon years with a discount rate i.
Static Planning
The goal in static DNEP is to find the most economical solution plan that satisfies the peak load profile at the final year of the planning period. Static DNEP gives DNOs a general picture about what kinds of network reinforcements can be expected. However, the actual total cost objective function includes the important operation cost OPEX, which is the capitalized energy loss, that depends on the load profile and the specific network configuration at each year. We employ the following method, which has been proposed in Grond, Luong, et al. (2014) , to estimate the OPEX for a solution plan. Based on the (predicted) annual peak load growth rate R, we compute the peak load profile for each year from the beginning year t 0 until the final year t horizon . We determine the year t overload when the first bottleneck happens in the network. We then assume that all expansion options in the solution plan are installed at the same time in year t overload ; that is, t inst = t overload for all new assets. Therefore, to evaluate the total cost, from t 0 until t overload , we use the current network topology, and from t overload until t horizon we switch to the new network topology.
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Dynamic Planning
The question when each expansion option should be carried out is also an important issue that DNOs have to address. Dynamic DNEP formulations often contain timedependent decision variables and complicated problem models that are much more difficult to solve than those of static DNEP. A general dynamic formulation can, in principle, encode any expansion plans, even the solutions that are considered impractical by DNOs such as installing a thin cable first and then upgrading with a different cable of higher capacity, or removing a previously upgraded cable during the same planning period. Network cables (i.e., the main asset category in DNEP) are generally expensive and have very long lifetimes (e.g., normally 30 years) while planning periods of more than 30 years are regarded as impractical because it is difficult to properly predict power demand scenarios for a very distant future. Therefore, during a practical planning period, a network branch might require reinforcement only once (e.g., cable replacement or installation of a new cable connection). These facts motivate an approach that precludes the aforementioned impractical expansion options while at the same time can be solved more efficiently than the general dynamic formulation. Here, we propose a method called the decomposition heuristic, to find a suitable schedule for network reinforcement activities in a feasible expansion plan as follows. Similarly to the static planning, we determine the year t overload when the first bottleneck occurs and assume that the whole solution plan is carried out in that year. Such simultaneous reinforcements might include some asset installations which are required at some later time t but are not necessary at the year t overload (i.e., t > t overload ). If these early investments can be postponed as long as possible, the net present value (NPV) for the total cost of the expansion plan might be reduced because investments made at a later time are discounted more (see Equation 7 ). To this end, we loop through the list of all new assets in the solution plan in a random order and check if we can delay each expansion option by one year. If the postponement of an asset investment reduces the NPV of the total cost and all constraints are still satisfied, then we accept that postponement. Otherwise, that expansion option cannot be postponed further. We continue this postponement checking until no expansion option can be postponed any more. Each postponement checking requires calculations of the changes in CAPEX and OPEX (Equations 4 and 6) and evaluations of network constraints in the related years. Finally, we obtain a solution plan with an investment time for each expansion option and the NPV of the total cost (i.e., the objective value) is evaluated accordingly. By employing this decomposition heuristic, we can bring the decision making about investment time into the static DNEP framework while still satisfying the requirements of DNOs in real-world practice.
Problem Structures and Linkage Models
A key part that characterizes an evolutionary algorithm (EA) is its variation operators (VOs), that is, how new solutions are generated. VOs can be model based, meaning that the way variation is performed is governed by a (learnable) model. Models of particular interest are linkage models, which are used to match the dependency structure of the optimization problem instance at hand. A linkage model often contains information about groups of interdependent decision variables, also known as linkage sets. Variables in the same linkage set are dependent on each other in the sense that when being considered together, they have a significant contribution to the quality of a solution (Thierens and Bosman, 2011) . These variables should thus be jointly considered when performing variation. Variation operators can, for instance, make use of the information in linkage
Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 479 models to juxtapose partial solutions from existing solutions to generate new solutions. A linkage model that matches correctly with the problem dependency structure is crucial for variation operators to efficiently mix and preserve good partial solutions (i.e., building blocks) in the population in order to efficiently create high-quality solutions. Problem-specific knowledge (PSK), if available, can be used to directly construct the linkage model of the problem. If such valuable PSK is not available, or difficult to transcribe into linkage information, linkage information can be inferred from the working population of EAs by linkage learning (LL) procedures (Thierens and Bosman, 2011) , in which problem variables having some degree of dependency are identified. In the following we give a general definition of a linkage model, called the Family of Subset (FOS) model, and subsequently describe three variants that can be used in practice.
Family of Subset Linkage Model
Let L = {1, 2, . . . , l} be the set of all l decision variables of the problem instance at hand. We use the Family of Subsets (FOS) concept proposed by Thierens and Bosman (2011) to encode different linkage models. A FOS, denoted F, consists of subsets of the set L; that is,
; that is, F is a subset of the power set of L. Each subset F i is a linkage set containing decision variables that exhibit some degree of dependency and should thus be jointly treated when performing variation. A FOS F is said to be complete if every problem variable is contained in at least one linkage set, i.e., ∀i ∈ L, ∃j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |F|} : i ∈ F j . The completeness property ensures that all problem variables are considered when performing variation following linkage sets in F. We here consider three complete FOS models: univariate, marginal product, and linkage tree.
Univariate Model
The univariate factorization (UF) model contains only singleton sets. It therefore expresses the assumption that all problem variables are independent from each other; that is,
Because there is only one possible configuration, the univariate model does not require any linkage learning.
Marginal Product Model
The marginal product (MP) model is a partitioning of the set L of all problem variables; that is,
Variables in the same linkage set have some degree of dependency while variables in different linkage sets are considered to be independent (Thierens and Bosman, 2011) . The well-known Extended Compact Genetic Algorithm (ECGA) (Harik et al., 2006) employs the MP as its linkage model.
The MP model is often learned from a population P of n individuals using a greedy algorithm that optimizes a model scoring metric as follows. First, the FOS F assumes the univariate structure and is then scored by the chosen metric. Next, all possible merges of two linkage sets F i and F j are tried out and the merge that improves the scoring metric the most is chosen. The merged linkage set is added into F, replacing the two constituent linkage sets; that is,
This procedure continues until no merging event can further improve the scoring metric. The scoring metric employed by ECGA is named the Combined Complexity Criterion (CCC), which is the sum of the Compressed Population Complexity and the Model Complexity (Harik et al., 2006 
where X F i is a set of random variables, in which each random variable X k corresponds with a problem variable x k in the linkage set
where (X F i ) is the the sample space for random variables X F i , that is, all possible string values of the problem variables in F i when being jointly considered. The probability P (X F i = x) can be computed by counting the frequency of x in the population P. The Model Complexity (MC) is the cost of representing or storing FOS model F and is calculated as
The greedy model building algorithm, which has a worst-case runtime O(nl 3 ), needs to minimize the CCC metric. Instead of computing this scoring metric for the whole FOS F at every merging trial, the CCC metric improvement (i.e., CCC metric decrease) can be computed more efficiently considering only problem variables in the two involved linkage sets F i and F j (Thierens and Bosman, 2011) as
Linkage Tree Model
Because each configuration of the MP model is a partitioning of the set L, every problem variable can exist in only one linkage set. Therefore, any two variables are either dependent (if they are in the same linkage set) or independent (if they are in different linkage sets). In the linkage tree (LT) model, a problem variable can exist in multiple linkage sets. The LT model is thus more expressive than the MP model in the sense that any two variables can be both dependent and independent. While the MP model has a flat structure, the LT model arranges its linkage sets in a hierarchical tree structure. The lowest level (i.e., leaf nodes) contains univariate linkage sets of each variable separately; that is,
Higher levels contain multivariate linkage sets, in which each linkage set F i is formed by merging two mutually exclusive linkage sets F j and F k at lower levels; that is,
The highest level (i.e., the root node) contains the set L itself. Thus, an LT can encode different levels of dependency, from the totally independent state in the leaf nodes to the all-dependent state in the root node (Bosman and Thierens, 2013) . The root node can be removed from the LT because it assumes that variables should be jointly copied when performing variation, which means no new solution is created. An LT over a set of problem variables {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} can be, for example, {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {1, 3}, {2, 5}, {1, 3, 4}}. An LT model configuration for a set L of l problem variables is thus a FOS F of exactly 2l − 2 linkage sets.
The LT model can be learned from the population of n individuals by a hierarchical clustering procedure called the Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 481 Mean (UPGMA). The FOS F is built in a bottom-up manner. First, F is initialized with l univariate linkage sets F i = {i}, i ∈ L = {1, 2, . . . , l}. Then, UPGMA iteratively merges the two linkage sets F i and F j that are the most similar. The newly created linkage set F i ∪ F j is added to the LT F. The two constituents linkage sets F i and F j are still kept in the LT F but they are not considered for merging anymore. The merging operations continue until the root node (i.e., the set L itself) is created. To calculate the similarity between two linkage sets F i and F j , we take the average of the mutual information (MI) over all pairs of problem variables (X, Y ) where X ∈ F i and Y ∈ F j (Bosman and Thierens, 2013) as follows
where
. UPGMA can be optimally implemented by using the reciprocal nearest-neighbor chain technique such that an LT can be built in O(nl 2 ) time (Gronau and Moran, 2007) .
Evolutionary Algorithms
DNEP is difficult for simple k-opt local search (LS) with a small neighborhood k to solve. For example, adding a new cable connection requires the addition of a new NOP to make the network radial, which in turn requires relocations of other existing NOPs to obtain the topology with lowest energy loss. Such multivariate decision making cannot be found by a typical LS like 1/2/3-opt hillclimbing while higher-order LS would require a drastic increase in computational effort. Global search metaheuristics, like EAs, are therefore potentially more suitable for DNEP.
Genetic Algorithm (GA)
The GA is started with a population P of n randomly generated candidate solutions. Next, for every generation, a FOS F is learned from the current population P. An offspring population O of n new solutions is created from P by performing recombination (i.e., crossover), guided by the linkage information in F, n times on 2 parent solutions that are randomly picked each time, giving 1 offspring solution. Then, both the parent population P and the offspring population O are combined into a selection pool P + O of 2n solutions in total. Tournament selection with tournament size 4 is performed on this pool to select n survivor solutions, which form the new parent population P for the next generation, ensuring convergence by logistic growth of the best solution (Thierens and Bosman, 2011) . If the univariate factorization (UF) model is chosen for linkage learning, we automatically have the simple GA with uniform crossover, in which all dependencies among problem variables are disregarded. If the MP model is employed, we have a GA variant with a recombination operator that can exchange blocks of values at the positions indicated by the linkage sets in F. We do not combine the LT model with GA because the simple crossover operator is not compatible with the hierarchical structure of an LT FOS. Figure 4 shows pseudocode for our GA implementation. Note that, in our previous work (Luong et al., 2015) , we employed a slightly different version of GA, in which two offspring solutions are created from two parent solutions in every recombination event. In this article, recombining two parent solutions results in one offspring. We use this implementation so that GA can be presented in sync with both EDA and GOMEA in the sense that one offspring solution is constructed each time. There is no significant difference in performance if two offspring were to be generated in recombination. 
Estimation-of-Distribution Algorithm (EDA)
The EDA starts with a population P of n randomly generated candidate solutions. For every generation, a FOS F is learned from the current population P. The EDA also derives a probability distribution from the population P following the obtained structure F. In the case of the univariate model or the MP model, all linkage sets of F are mutually exclusive, so the probability distribution can be formulated as P F (X ) = |F| i=1 P (X F i ) where a random variable X i corresponds with each problem variable x i . Each linkage set F i corresponds to a marginal X F i whose distribution P (X F i ) can be estimated by counting frequencies of all possible value strings of the variables in F i in the population P. Note that for the LT model such a joint distribution P F (X ) cannot be defined directly in terms of P (X F i ). The EDA does not use the recombination operator (i.e., crossover) like the GA to create offspring from existing solutions. Instead, the offspring population O of n new solutions is generated by sampling the estimated probability distribution. The selection pool P + O of 2n solutions is again created by combining P and O. A tournament selection with tournament size 4 is performed on P + O to select n survivors, forming the new population P for the next generation. If the univariate model is employed, we have an EDA that corresponds with the UMDA (Mühlenbein, 1997) while an EDA with the MP model can be considered to be similar to the ECGA (Harik et al., 2006) . 
Gene-Pool Optimal Mixing Evolutionary Algorithm (GOMEA)
The GOMEA starts with a population P of n randomly generated candidate solutions. For every generation, the linkage model building procedure is performed on P to construct a FOS F. Using the obtained FOS F, GOMEA transforms each existing parent solution p ∈ P into a new offspring solution o ∈ O whose fitness value is equal to or better than the fitness value of p. The offspring population O completely replaces P and becomes the new parent population P for the next generation. Figure 6 shows pseudocode for GOMEA.
Instead of fully creating new solutions and then evaluating them like in GA, the variation operator of GOMEA, called Gene-pool Optimal Mixing (GOM) (Thierens and Bosman, 2011) [b] ), the changes are accepted (i.e., the values are copied from d) and updated into b as well. Otherwise, the changes are undone and o reverts to its backup state b. Note that the acceptance of solutions having equal fitness can be beneficial to move across a fitness plateau (Bosman and Thierens, 2013) . It can be seen that each linkage set corresponds with a mixing event, in which the current solution is recombined with a random donor solution and the variables in the same linkage set are treated together, preserving the building-block structure (insofar such building blocks exist for the problem at hand and are correctly represented by the FOS). After traversing the whole FOS, an offspring o is then fully constructed, replacing the original parent p in the next generation. Note that GOMEA does not need to perform selection over the combined pool P + O like GA or EDA because the GOM operator ensures that the quality of the offspring solution is better or at least equal to the parent solution.
It can happen that GOM cannot improve the current parent solution p or that, because of a significant plateau, GOM keeps transforming back and forth solutions of different genotypes but with the same fitness value. To overcome this, if GOM cannot yield 484 Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3
Figure 6: Gene-pool optimal mixing evolutionary algorithm. a new offspring or when the number of subsequent generations that the best solution at the end of generation t x best (t ) does not change, that is, the no-improvement stretch (NIS) exceeds a certain threshold, we invoke the Forced Improvement (FI) procedure (Bosman and Thierens, 2013 [b] ) and FI stops as soon as such mixing event occurs. Previous research on GOMEA suggests a threshold for NIS of 1 + log 10 (n) (Bosman and Thierens, 2013) . If FI does not succeed in improving p, x elitist is returned as the new offspring. The GOMEA with the linkage tree model is the most popular variant of GOMEA, and is also known as the Linkage Tree Genetic Algorithm (LTGA) (Thierens and Bosman, 2011) . The concept of constructing an offspring in a step-wise manner by iteratively improving a parent solution is compatible with the hierarchical structure of linkage trees. GOMEA can also be straightforwardly combined with the univariate or marginal product model. Note that the local search-like mechanism of the GOM operator causes GOMEA to use more fitness evaluations per generation compared to the GA or the EDA. However, for problems that are efficiently solvable with correctly detected linkage, it has been shown that GOMEA has population sizing requirements that are much smaller than those of GA and EDA. GOMEA moreover also requires far fewer generations, resulting in more efficient overall performance (Thierens and Bosman, 2011) .
Population Sizing-Free Scheme

The Harik-Lobo Scheme
Setting the population size parameter in real-world applications of EAs is hard because a suitable population size setting depends on the structure of the problem instance at hand and also on the specific EA being used. Practitioners often need to experiment with different population sizes in an ad hoc manner to find a setting that works well, given the amount of time available. Here, we adapt a population sizing-free scheme that was previously proposed and tested on academic benchmarks (Harik and Lobo, 1999) . In essence, we run multiple instances of the EA in parallel. Each instance has a different population size but larger populations have a slower generational cycle. We start with the first population P 0 of some small size n 0 . Then, by doubling the population size, the next population P i is twice as large as the previous one; that is, n i = 2n i−1 for i > 0. All the populations are scheduled with the principle that for every b generations of population P i , 1 generation of population P i+1 is run. If P i+1 does not exist yet, it will be initialized before running its first iteration. Having no maximum population size, the EA runs and grows its populations until the computing time budget is used up. Recently, this population sizing-free scheme has been revised with a slightly simpler implementation (Pelikan et al., 2007; Pereira and Lobo, 2015) . We refer to this population-sizing free mechanism as the Harik-Lobo scheme in reference to the original authors who first proposed the idea. The pseudocode for the Harik-Lobo scheme is given in Figure 7 .
Adaptations of the Harik-Lobo Scheme and Linkage Model Selection
for EAs Solving DNEP
Adaptations of the Harik-Lobo Scheme
For reasons of efficiency, the Harik-Lobo scheme terminates old populations of smaller sizes when they converge or when they are shown to be inefficient in solving the problem instance at hand. If mutation is not employed, a converged population, in which all individuals become identical, should be terminated because new offspring cannot be generated any more. A smaller population P i always spends the same number of fitness evaluations (in case b = 2) or more (in case b > 2) than a larger population P i+1 . Therefore, a smaller population is regarded as inefficient if its average fitness is worse
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Figure 7: Harik-Lobo population sizing-free framework (Pereira and Lobo, 2015) .
than the average fitness value of any larger population. Such smaller and inefficient populations should be terminated as well. However, the Harik-Lobo scheme has been tested only on unconstrained problems previously. For constrained optimization problems like DNEP, it is uninformative to compare average fitness values of different populations when a population contains both feasible and infeasible solutions. Therefore, we will benchmark two variants of the Harik-Lobo scheme: the original scheme with the termination of converged or inefficient (smaller) populations and the adapted scheme with the termination of only converged populations. We employ Network 3 (see Section 7.1 and the Appendix for more details) as the benchmark network. We combine different linkage models (see Section 3) with different optimization algorithms (see Section 4) to create 7 EA variants: GA-UF, GA-MP, EDA-UF, EDA-MP, GOMEA-UF, GOMEA-MP, and GOMEA-LT. Each EA variant is run 30 times separately with a computing budget of 1,000,000 evaluations for solving the static DNEP problem. Each EA variant is put into the two variants of the Harik-Lobo scheme (both use the generation base b = 4 as in the original implementation of the Harik-Lobo scheme; Harik and Lobo, 1999) so that setting the population size parameter is not required. The average results of the elitist solutions over 30 runs are shown in Figure 8 . To support our conclusions from the experimental results, we perform statistical hypothesis testing. In particular, we perform the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon statistical hypothesis test for equality of medians with p < α = 0.05 to see whether the final result obtained by one EA is statistically different from that of another EA.
For all GOMEA variants, there is no statistically significant difference in performance of the original Harik-Lobo scheme and the adapted scheme (p-values are .665, .947, and .935 for GOMEA-UF, GOMEA-MP, and GOMEA-LT, respectively). On the other hand, for GAs and EDAs, regardless of the employed FOS models, the variants with the adapted scheme always obtain better solutions within the same computing budget. These differences are found to be statistically significant (p < .001). Because DNEP is a constrained optimization problem, comparing average fitness values of populations containing both feasible and infeasible solutions might not be an effective method to determine whether a population is inefficient in solving the problem instance at hand. Besides, Figure 8 most consistent algorithm, obtaining the same results, regardless of which population sizing-free scheme is chosen. The experiment suggests that the adapted Harik-Lobo scheme is the better population sizing-free framework for EAs solving our DNEP problem. We will use the adapted Harik-Lobo scheme in all of the following experiments. Harik and Lobo (1999) employed the generation base b = 4 for their parameter-less GA. Pelikan et al. (2007) used the generation base b = 2 for their implementation of the population sizing-free framework. The generation base b = 2 is also used in our previous work (Luong et al., 2015) . In this article, we benchmark the adapted Harik-Lobo scheme with both generation bases 2 and 4 to understand which is the better setting for DNEP. We also conduct experiments with 7 EA variants on Network 3 as outlined above. Figure 9 shows the results. The difference between b = 2 and b = 4 is negligible when GOMEA is the employed optimizer together with the UF model (p = .053 > α) or the MP model (p = .633 > α). For GOMEA-LT, the result obtained when b = 4 is a little better than the result obtained when b = 2, and this difference is found to be statistically significant (p = .003 < α). For GAs and EDAs, the Harik-Lobo scheme always has better performance when b = 4 than when b = 2 regardless of the employed FOS model, and the differences are statistically significant (p < .001 for the GA cases, p = .009 < α for the EDA-UF case, and p < .001 for the EDA-MP case). Therefore, for all of the following experiments, we employ the adapted Harik-Lobo scheme with the generation base b = 4 as the population sizing-free framework for EAs solving our DNEP problem. Figure 10 shows that all GOMEA variants, regardless of the chosen linkage models, always obtain solutions of (statistically significantly) better quality than those found by all GA and EDA variants within the allowed computing budget (p < .001). This confirms that the laboratory-benchmarked superior performance of the Gene-pool Optimal Mixing operator is retained when solving the real-world optimization DNEP. GOMEA-UF and GOMEA-MP show no difference in their convergence behavior (p = .09 > α). The big cardinality of each variable (i.e., much more than 2) causes the complexity term in Equation 10 to be large and thus prohibits the merging of small linkage sets, especially when population sizes are small. The learned MP FOS therefore contains mostly univariate linkage sets, which are similar to the UF model. Figure 10 shows that GA-MP performs slightly better than GA-UF while EDA-UF performs slightly better than EDA-MP, and these differences are found to be statistically significant (p = .019 < α for the GA case and p < .001 for the EDA case). The fact that EDA-UF outperforms EDA-MP, GA-UF, and GA-MP suggests that the objective function of our DNEP formulation resembles the function OneMax to some degree; that is, CAPEX is calculated as the sum of the investment cost of each new asset and OPEX is computed as the sum of the capitalized energy loss of every asset. However, the DNEP constraints certainly cause dependencies to exist among problem variables; for example, the network cables must form a connected graph such that all demand nodes can be served (the connectivity constraint), or there must exist enough redundancies in the network so that it can be reconfigured when some failure occurs (the reconfigurability constraint). These constraints are difficult and numerous. Thus, it stands to reason that the DNEP constraints have a substantial effect on the dependency structures of the feasible space. However, as said, the marginal product model can capture dependencies only to a very limited degree, and therefore its added value, if any, compared to the univariate model, is also limited. The interactions between problem constraints, objective function values, and the model building procedure are worth further research but are outside the scope of this study. Figure 10 shows that GOMEA-LT outperforms all other EA variants, and the results are found to be statistically significant (p = .001 < α for the comparison between GOMEA-LT and GOMEA-UF and p < .001 in all the other cases). We argue that the capability of the LT to model different dependency levels at once, makes the LT much better suited for the DNEP structure. For example, upgrading a cable in one region does not affect the power flows through other cables in a different section of the distribution network (i.e., independence in terms of power flows in normal situation), but those separate cables can be reconfigured to be connected when a network failure happens (i.e., interdependence in terms of reconfigurability).
Linkage Model Selection
Selecting the best FOS structure for each EA, in all of the following experiments, we employ the MP model for GA, the UF model for EDA, and the LT model for GOMEA.
Exploiting Problem-Specific Knowledge
Population Initialization
Normally, EAs can start with randomly initialized populations. However, because DNEP is a highly constrained engineering problem, randomly generated solutions are typically infeasible and violate many constraints. Therefore, we use a repair procedure 490 Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 that partially repairs infeasible solutions by comparing them with the current, that is, starting, network situation. First, each decision variable x k (i.e., a network branch) can receive only a random non-negative value (i.e., we do not place any NOPs yet) as long as it does not downgrade the currently existing cable. This also means that currently existing cables can only be left intact or be replaced with cables of higher capacities. Existing connections are rarely removed because cable connection removals decrease network capacity. Solutions that are generated in this way satisfy the connectivity constraint because the current network is connected. Second, we go through HV/MV substations and check the number of cables branching out from each substation. If the number of outgoing cables is greater than the allowable capacity of the substation (i.e., violating constraint 5), we randomly delete outgoing cables until constraint 5 is satisfied. Third, we go through all variables that have positive values (i.e., active cables) in a random order. For each positive-value decision variable, we try to place an NOP on that cable by negating its value. If the network is still connected, then the NOP can be placed; otherwise, we undo the operation. This procedure returns a network of radial topology with random placements of NOPs (i.e., constraint 3 is satisfied). We do not repair the power flow and reconfigurability constraint (i.e., constraint 2 and 4) because they involve PFCs, which are computationally expensive. Figure 11 shows the pseudocode for randomly generating a network solution, which can be used in the population initialization phase.
Variation Operators
Being popularly applied in black-box optimization, EAs require little problem-specific knowledge (PSK) and their variation operators (VOs) (i.e., procedures to generate new offspring solutions) can operate on a wide range of problems. However, in real-world applications like DNEP, the problems are often highly constrained such that it is difficult for general-purpose VOs to traverse the search space of feasible solutions efficiently. Efficiently traversing the space of feasible solutions is of high importance because the evaluations of candidate solutions are typically computationally expensive. Full constraint evaluations of solution plans for DNEP involve solving PFCs (Grainger and Stevenson, 2003) , which dominates the computing time of the optimization process. Thus, it is beneficial to incorporate PSK into VOs of EAs as efficiency enhancement methods. Local search heuristics can normally be used for efficiency enhancement, but a typical operator like hillclimbing with some small neighborhood (e.g., 1/2/3-opt local search) was not found to be helpful in improving the efficiency of EAs solving our DNEP model because such local search often fails to reach expansion options that include interdependent activities (e.g., adding new cables and NOPs and relocating existing NOPs).
Among the constraints of DNEP, the connectivity constraint needs to be handled separately because PFCs cannot be performed on unconnected networks and the power flow constraint and reconfigurability constraint cannot be checked without PFCs. Thus, in order to compare solution plans (e.g., when performing tournament selection), we need to quantify their disconnectivity and use that as the comparison criterion or we have to repair the connectivity so that other constraints can be evaluated. Here, we introduce different VOs for GA, EDA, and GOMEA along with their corresponding connectivity constraint-handling techniques.
Disconnectivity Quantification
We name the out-of-the-box VO of EAs when solving our DNEP problem DQ1 because it employs the disconnectivity quantification procedure, which is part of the constraint Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 491 Figure 11 : Generating a distribution network configuration. evaluation itself. Apart from that, no other connectivity knowledge is assumed when generating offspring solutions. At every recombination, model sampling, or mixing event, a new offspring solution (or partially new solution in case of GOMEA) is created and is evaluated for its fitness value. The connectivity constraint is checked first, and only a connected network solution is then evaluated for other constraints and objective value. Candidate solutions can be compared by the connectivity-constraint domination mechanism as presented in Section 2.2.
However, even if we recombine two connected parent networks, it is still difficult for the crossover operator of GA to generate connected offspring networks, especially for big networks with many cable connections. Thus, we also propose a different VO, in which we allow each recombination of two parent networks to retry crossover to generate connected offspring networks. After 100 times, if the offspring networks are still unconnected, they will be evaluated for the disconnectivity value as above. Similarly, for EDA, we allow maximum 100 times of model sampling to generate a connected networks before performing disconnectivity quantification. process of constructing an offspring, for each mixing event, if the partially altered solution is an unconnected network, we allow it to randomly select a different donor for a maximum of 100 times. We call this VO DQ100. Figure 12 shows the pseudocode for DQ100 with its corresponding realization in GA, EDA and GOMEA.
Connectivity Repair
Inspired by the Forced Improvement (FI) operator of GOMEA, in which solutions that cannot be altered by GOM will be mixed with the elitist solution x elitist , we propose a repair procedure to fix any unconnected network x by matching it with the (overall) best-found-so-far candidate network In other words, we try to transform the topology of the unconnected network to the best solution's topology. We call the VO that uses this connectivity repair procedure CRB (Connectivity Repair by the Best solution). Figure 13 shows the pseudocode for the CRB scheme. CRB can be straightforwardly employed by any EA.
We propose a second connectivity repair mechanism for unconnected offspring network by using the parent solution networks. For GA, this VO is much like DQ100, but after 100 trials, if the networks are still unconnected they will be reverted back to the parent solutions. Because all the candidate solutions in the initial population are connected networks (due to our solution network generator as presented in Section 6.1), the use of this VO implies that only connected offspring are allowed to be evaluated and enter tournament selection. For GOMEA, in each mixing event, if the partially altered solution becomes unconnected, this is because there exist some variables whose positive values are replaced by some nonpositive values from the donor. We can simply revert these decision variables to their backup values. We call the VO that uses this connectivity repair scheme CRP (Connectivity Repair by Parent). Note that we do not combine EDA with CRP because offspring solutions in EDA do not have direct parent solutions like GA or GOMEA, but are generated by sampling the learned probability distribution. Figure 14 shows the pseudocode for the realization of the CRP scheme in GA and GOMEA.
Branch Exchanging
This VO aims to directly generate connected offspring networks by following the principle that during the recombination of two connected networks p 0 and p 1 , if we bring a cable connection from p 1 to p 0 (i.e., p
, we need to bring the corresponding NOP (or a no-connection branch) from p 1 to p 0 as well (i.e., p 1 still maintains the connectivity of the network p 0 . If we cannot find such a variable j , then we do not perform crossover at the variable k. Note that while variable k belongs to the current linkage set F i , variable j is searched for over the whole solution. Because the complicated connectivity structure might not be entirely captured by linkage learning, an active cable and its corresponding NOP might not always reside in the same linkage set F i . In Luong et al. (2015) , we employed a slightly different version of branch exchange for GA, which maintained the connectivity of both networks p 0 and p 1 . Our previous implementation of GA created two offspring from two parents for each recombination while in this article, GA creates one offspring from two parents.
For GOMEA, in each mixing event, this procedure works similarly for the current solution o and a donor d and we need to search for the variable j when o k ≤ 0 and d k > 0 (or o k > 0 and d k ≤ 0). Also, we only need to maintain the connectivity of the current solution. Similar to the CRP procedure, we do not employ branch exchange for EDA because EDA does not create offspring solutions by directly exchanging values between parent solutions but by sampling the probability distribution instead. This VO is problem-specific because it employs connectivity knowledge of DNEP when generating new offspring. We call this VO BX (branch exchanging). Figure 15 shows the pseudocode for the realization of BX in GA and GOMEA.
Furthermore, we here experiment with the combination of BX with a DNEP-specific mutation. After every mixing event with a linkage set, but before the evaluation of the partially altered solution, we go through every variable in the linkage set and perform a mutation with probability 1/l (l is the length of the solution). The mutated values must have the same sign as the original values (i.e., positive or nonpositive) so that the connectivity and radiality of the network are still maintained. We call the branch exchanging VO with this mutation operator BX-M.
Experiments
Benchmark Problems
We perform experiments on 3 benchmark networks of different sizes that represent real distribution networks of a DNO in The Netherlands. Figure 16 topologies of the 3 networks. More details about current power consumption, potential locations for installing new cables, and characteristics of different cables types can be found in the Appendix. The overall sizes of these 3 benchmarks are summarized in Table 1 . The maximum number of evaluations is 50,000 for Network 1, 100,000 for Network 2, and 1,000,000 for Network 3. The planning period is 30 years, and for each problem instance and each variation operator, each EA (i.e., GA, EDA, or GOMEA) is run 30 times. planning period is 10 years. Figures 17 and 18 show the average convergence graphs of the elitist solutions obtained by GA, EDA, and GOMEA integrated with different VOs. We perform the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon statistical hypothesis test for equality of medians with p < α = 0.05 to verify if there exists a statistically significant difference between the final result achieved by one EA and that of another EA. Figure 17 shows the performance of GA, EDA, and GOMEA integrated with different VOs solving the static DNEP. For Network 1 (see Figure 17a ), almost all EA variants (except EDA-CRB) exhibit the same effectiveness in obtaining (near-)optimal solutions. After spending a certain number of evaluations, most solvers have similar convergence until termination. For Network 2 (see Figure 17b ), GOMEA-BX(-M) performs slightly better than other EA variants, and the difference is found to be statistically significant (p < .001). EDA-CRB is the worst optimizer when solving Networks 1 and 2. However, on small networks, these differences between EA variants and between different VOs are practically negligible (e.g., differences of about 1,000-3,000 EUR for a planning period of 30 years).
Results
Static DNEP
Evolutionary In contrast, Figure 17c shows that, when solving DNEP for a larger network, the performance gaps between different EA variants are considerable. For Network 3, GA-DQ1 is outperformed by all other EA variants (p < .001). Even though our EDA implementation employs the UF model, EDA-DQ1 has significantly better performance than GA-DQ1 (p < .001), which suggests that the UF model sampling might be more effective than the MP model-based crossover operator (see Section 5.2.2). While also assuming no connectivity knowledge, within the same number of evaluations, GOMEA-DQ1 outperforms both GA-DQ1 and EDA-DQ1, and obtains solution plans of much better quality. On average, the expansion plans obtained by GOMEA-DQ1 costs about 150,000-280,000 EUR less than those obtained by GA-DQ1 and EDA-DQ1. These differences are found to be statistically significant (p < .001). DQ100 gives GA multiple trials of recombination to generate new connected networks, and that indeed helps GA improve its performance significantly (p < .001, but still worse than GOMEA-DQ1 in terms of the quality of obtained solutions at termination). DQ100 induces some small improvements for EDA-DQ1, but the differences are not significant (p = .119 > α) .
While the connectivity repair VOs CRP and CRB significantly enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of GA (p < .001), they do not show any improvement over GOMEA-DQ1. For GOMEA, repairing by parent solutions (CRP) are (statistically significantly)
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Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 better than repairing by the best solutions (CRB) (p < .001). GOMEA-CRB actually has the worst convergence behavior among all GOMEA variants, and even GOMEA-DQ1 can significantly outperform GOMEA-CRB (p < .001). This can be because it is difficult for general-purpose VOs to generate connected networks and keeping matching unconnected offspring networks with the slowly changing best topology reduces the beneficial diversity in the population, making the algorithm prone to premature convergence.
Solving the issue of maintaining connectivity and radiality, the VO BX brings out significant improvements in efficiency for GA and GOMEA when solving DNEP (p < .001). GA-BX has excellent performance, obtaining significantly better solutions than GA-DQ1 (p < .001). BX also has positive impacts on GOMEA but the size of the effect is much less substantial than on GA. The results here suggest two conclusions. First, DNEP problem-specific VOs are crucial for GAs, to efficiently solve (larger) real-world networks. Second, GOMEA is the more robust solver, which can be used out-of-the-box and still obtain solutions of good quality close to those found by EAs customized with problem-dedicated VOs (i.e., comparing GOMEA-DQ1 in leftmost graphs with GA-BX and GOMEA-BX in rightmost graphs in Figure 17c ). GOMEA-DQ1 is even found to obtain results that are significantly better than those found by GA-BX (p = .004 < α).
The DNEP mutation operator has no significant influence over GOMEA-BX (p = .052 > α), but results in a statistically significant improvement for GA-BX (p < .001). GA-BX-M, however, is still outperformed by GOMEA-BX(-M) (p < .001). On average, the expansion plans obtained by GOMEA-BX(-M) cost about 30,000 EUR less than the plans obtained by GA-BX-M at termination. Statistical tests support that the quality of expansion plans for Network 3 obtained by GOMEA-BX(-M) are significantly better than those obtained by all other EA variants (p < .001). Thus, GOMEA-BX(-M) is the best solver in this test case (i.e., the fastest solver given the budget of evaluations used in our experiments). Figure 18 shows the convergence performance of GAs, EDAs, and GOMEAs solving dynamic DNEP. The general performance of all EA variants is similar to those observed in the case of static DNEP, suggesting that the use of the decomposition heuristic does not introduce additional complexity to the problem. For Networks 1 and 2 (see Figures  18a and 18b ), the differences in the quality of solutions obtained by different EA variants are either statistically insignificant or practically negligible.
Dynamic DNEP
For Network 3, Figure 18c shows that GOMEA-DQ1 significantly outperforms both EDA-DQ1 and GA-DQ1 (p < .001). Even when only the simplest VO DQ1 is used, GOMEA can still obtain solutions of high quality, which are practically close to the ones found by the DNEP problem-specific EAs, that is, GA-BX(-M) and GOMEA-BX(-M). The VO BX, which maintains the connectivity and radiality of offspring networks during solution recombination, is again shown to be the best VO, resulting in (statistically significantly) better performance when combined with both GA and GOMEA (p < .001). In general, the more domain knowledge is well incorporated into variation operators, the better the performance of EAs. However, the improvement gaps that this problem-specific VO brings about for GOMEA-DQ1 (on average about 7,000 EUR) are not as substantial as for GA-DQ1 (on average about 14,000 EUR). For dynamic DNEP, BX-M (branch exchange with mutation) induces some small improvements for both GA-BX and GOMEA-BX, in which the differences are found to be statistically significant (p < .001 for the GA case, and p = .012 < α for the GOMEA case). GOMEA-BX-M Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 is the overall best solver in this experiment, which (statistically significantly) outperforms other EA variants (p = .012 < α in the case of GOMEA-BX-M versus GOMEA-BX, and p < .001 in all the other cases). While it might not be necessary for GOMEA solving many laboratory benchmarks, mutation can still be beneficial when tackling real-world problems because the linkage structure is not always the only or the most important structure to be exploited.
Conclusions
This article contributes guidelines and methodologies for the application of EAs in tackling the real-world optimization DNEP. First, we proposed a decomposition heuristic that allows available static planning solvers to solve the dynamic DNEP in a practical manner. Second, we suggested practitioners to employ population sizing-free schemes to get rid of the notoriously difficult-to-set population size parameter. Third, we introduced multiple variation operators that can be employed by EAs solving DNEP and showed their impact on the performance of three typical EAs: the classic GA, an EDA, and the GOMEA, which is capable of learning and exploiting hierarchical linkage relations. GOMEA is shown to be a far more robust solver for solving DNEP on our benchmark networks. Using the same number of solution evaluations as GA and EDA, GOMEA obtains better results, even when assuming a minimal amount of problemspecific knowledge (PSK). Adding PSK to GOMEA improves performance but the improvement gap, for a fixed budget of evaluations, is much less substantial than that for classic GA, which again confirms the usefulness of GOMEA and linkage learning (LL) to detect problem structure. As the problem size increases, LL is of great importance to ascertain efficient scalability of EAs. Lastly, based on our results, we suggest that LL EAs, like GOMEA, should be given priority when selecting EAs for solving DNEP. While this article focuses on expansion planning for medium voltage distribution networks, the methodologies presented here can be straightforwardly modified to apply to both low-voltage distribution networks and high-voltage transmission networks. Besides traditional asset installations, future work might also include smart grid technologies (e.g., battery energy storage system and demand side management) as alternative network reinforcement options, which induce more complex problem structures, potentially requiring linkage information and problem-specific knowledge to be effectively exploited to solve the problem in an efficient manner. 
A Appendix
